Newspaper Article: Current Culture of Iranian Teens 1989
Persepolis Unit Performance Assessment

**Goal:** Convey information via newspaper article about how Iranian teenagers are affected by the Iranian Revolution.

**Role:** You are an intern for the New York Times, interviewing Marjane Satrapi and one of her relatives.

**Audience:** American teenagers growing up in a vastly different world.

**Situation:** You are an American citizen in 1989 and assigned to interpret the current culture of Iranian teens through interviews.

**Product:** You are responsible for writing a two-page news article on the affect on teens after the Iranian Revolution referring to the interviews and point of view of Marjane Satrapi and her family.

**Standards for Success:**
- Use Two direct quotes from Majrane Satrapi and two direct quotes from one of her family members. (Total of 4 quotes)
- Convey unspoken emotions of those interviewed.
- Demonstrate an understanding of the historical background
- Exhibit journalistic writing.